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Abstract
Word embeddings learned from collections of data
have demonstrated a significant level of biases.
When these embeddings are used in machine learning tasks it often amplifies the bias. We propose
a debiasing method that uses (Figure 1) a hybrid
classification - variational autoencoder network. In
this work, we developed a semi-supervised classification algorithm based on variational autoencoders
which learns the latent structure within the dataset
and then based on learned latent structure adaptively re-weights the importance of certain data
points while training. Experimental results have
shown that the proposed approach works better
than existing SoTA methods for debiasing word
embeddings.
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Introduction

Word embedding is a framework that represents text data as
vectors that can be used in many natural language processing
tasks such as sentiment analysis [Shi et al., 2018], dialogue
generation [Zhang et al., 2018], and machine translation [Zou
et al., 2013]. There has been major development over the
years in word representation learning [Devlin et al., 2019],
[Peters et al., 2018], [Pennington et al., 2014], [Mikolov et
al., 2013] which has made word embeddings an essential
framework for NLP tasks but they are also not without biases. Word embeddings learned from large amounts of text
data have demonstrated a significant level of gender, racial
and ethnic biases which in turn impact downstream NLP applications [Bolukbasi et al., 2016], [Caliskan et al., 2017].
AI models should be fair, unbiased, and need to be consistently monitored to make sure any person is not being
discriminated against due to a bias present in an AI system
[Holstein et al., 2019]. It is no secret that a model is only
as good as the data it is trained on and a model trained on
biased data will lead to biased algorithmic decisions. Microsoft’s AI chatbot Tay [Telegraph, 2016] learned an abusive
language from twitter within 24 hours of its release. Previous research has shown that word embedding reflects humanlike biases with respect to gender, profession, and ethnicity
[Bolukbasi et al., 2016]. For example, “doctor”, “programmer” are considered to be male-related terms have shown

Figure 1: Debiasing Variational AutoEncoder Network. Hybrid architecture combining classifier network along with VAEs

to be stereotypically male-biased, whereas “nurse”, “homemaker” are considered to be female-related terms have shown
to be stereotypically female-biased. It is important to make
sure that word embeddings are debiased before they are used
by any machine learning tasks but a debiased word embedding should still retain necessary semantic information (like
the vector for king should still be close to the vector for man
and the vector for queen should still be close to the vector for
woman), to be useful for a NLP task while removing information related to discriminative biases.
In this paper, we propose a method to debias word embedding using learned latent structure and a training process
that adapts in an unsupervised manner to the shortcomings of
underrepresented data. This approach learns gender-related
information, neutral word information, and stereotypical bias
through an underlying latent structure of training data. The
algorithm is a combination of classifier and variational autoencoder capable of identifying rare data points in the training dataset.

2

Related Work

[Bolukbasi et al., 2016] proposed an algorithm that achieves
fairness by modifying the underlying data. The algorithm focuses on projecting gender-neutral words to a subspace orthogonal to gender direction identified by gender-definitional
words. Here, words such as she,he, daughter, son are genderdefinitional words, rest of the words are gender-neutral and
gender direction is identified by combining directions such
~ - he
~ and woman
as she
~
- man.
~
They proposed hard-

debiasing and soft-debiasing methods with slightly different approaches. In hard-debiasing all gender-neutral words
are projected to a subspace orthogonal to gender direction.
The soft-debiasing method preserves inner-products between
original word embeddings while also projecting word embeddings into a subspace orthogonal to gender direction. Both
methods rely on a SVM classifier to get an expanded list of
gender-definitional words and if the classifier incorrectly predicts a stereotypical word as a gender definitional word then it
would not get debiased, as gender direction is only evaluated
once and remains same for rest of the debiasing process.
[Zhao et al., 2018b] proposed a learning scheme, GenderNeutral Global Vectors (GN-GloVe) for training word embedding models based on GloVe [Pennington et al., 2014]. This
algorithm works by protecting attributes in certain dimensions while neutralizing the others during training. It adds
a constraint such that gender-related information is confined
to a subvector. During training, a gender-related subvector
is maximized while minimizing the neutral words subvector.
GN-GloVe learns word embedding from a given corpus and
can not be used to debias pre-trained word embeddings.
[Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019] showed a way to use autoencoders to debias word embeddings by changing the way
networks process data. They formed 4-dimensional vectors
where the dimensions refer to female words, male words,
stereotypical words, and gender-neutral words. This vector
provides a way for a network to learn classification between
male, female words, gender-neutral and stereotypical words.
Simultaneously, an autoencoder learns to keep as much semantic knowledge as possible by using a reconstruction loss
through the decoder. Due to imbalance in available data of
different types they have re-used some words to make up inputs for training. Although this focuses on the class imbalance problem it doesn’t use any information available from
the structure of latent features [Amini et al., 2019]. It leads
to a situation where the type of words more in number are
trained much more than the type of words that are less in
number.

3

Proposed Method

The work in this paper follows the approach of [Kaneko and
Bollegala, 2019] but adds elements from [Amini et al., 2019]
which was originally used for image datasets. Auto sampling
refers to the process of increasing the relative frequency of
rare data points by an increased sampling of underrepresented
regions of latent space. Using auto sampling with the approach of [Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019] we get a more robust debiasing structure. The method in [Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019] to propagate data through a network, as a tuple
of (female words, male words, stereotypical words, genderneutral words) and using an architecture similar to [Amini et
al., 2019], the encoder portion of the debiasing variational
autoencoder network outputs d latent variables given a data
point. Two classifiers - male (Cm ) and female (Cf ) are applied
to latent variables of male and female words respectively in
order to retain gender-related information. The encoder outputs d activations corresponding to µ ∈ Rd/2 ,Σ = Diag[σ 2 ]
> 0 which are used to define the distribution z and the d-

dimensional output w’. A decoder network is then used to
reconstruct the input back from latent space, z. This decoded
reconstruction enables unsupervised learning of latent variables during training. Our network is trained end-to-end using backpropagation with a five-component loss.

3.1

Problem Setup

For the remainder of the paper, we will use GloVe embedding [Pennington et al., 2014] as input. This dataset is in a
form of tuples having (female words, male words, stereotypical words, gender-neutral words) and batches will be drawn
from this dataset and sent to our debiased variational autoencoder network. Our output should be able to retain semantic information while removing gender biases present in the
dataset. Our goal is to show that we can efficiently mitigate
discriminative biases present in word embeddings using adaptive training sample probabilities and a decoder output based
on learned latent distribution.

3.2

Formulation

Based on [Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019] approach, we have
a pre-trained d-dimensional word embedding having a set of
vocabulary V. Our focus is to translate
E : R d →R l
that projects the original word embedding to l-dimensional
latent space. No prior information about the pre-trained word
embedding or corpora has been used during the construction
of this model. Therefore the proposed method can be used
solely or as a part of a more complex architecture to debias
word embeddings. We propose a debiasing method that models the interactions between values of the protected attribute
(male, female, gender) and whether there is a stereotypical
bias or not. Given four set of words: feminine (Vf ), masculine (Vm ), neutral (Vn ), stereotype (Vs ) our proposed method
learns a projection that satisfies the following four criteria:
1. For wf ∈ V f we protect its feminine properties
2. For wm ∈ V m we protect its masculine properties
3. For wn ∈ V n we protect its gender properties
4. For ws ∈ V s we remove its gender biases
To explain the proposed method, let’s consider a feminine regressor, Cf that predicts the degree of feminineness of the
word w, where highly feminine words are assigned values
close to 1. Similarly, a masculine regressor, Cm predicts the
degree of masculinity of the word w, where highly masculine words are assigned values close to 1. We then learn the
debiasing function as Encoder E : R d →R 1 that projects original pre-trained word embedding to a debiased l-dimensional
space and Decoder D : R 1 →R d which projects the debaised
output back into d-dimensional space.
The way this method differs from [Kaneko and Bollegala,
2019] and other previous word embedding debiasing methods
is we are forming a learned latent distribution z from an encoder output. This latent distribution goes through a sampling
step, where latent parameters are picked from encoder output based on gaussian distribution using the reparametrization trick (refer equation 3). This learned latent distribution

is also used to sample rare data points more frequently during
training.
We train the network end to end using backpropagation
with a 5-component loss, comprised of male classifier loss,
female classifier loss, latent loss, gender-neutral loss, and reconstruction loss. For feminine words and masculine words,
we require the encoded space to retain the gender-related information. The squared losses Lf and Lm are defined as:
X
Lf =
||Cf (E(w)) − 1||22
(1)
w∈Vf

and
Lm =

X

||Cm (E(w)) − 1||22

(2)

w∈Vm

Then for the latent structure in VAEs, the encoder outputs d
output dimensions which are then divided equally into µ,Σ.
VAEs utilize reparameterization to differentiate the outputs
through a sampling step, where we sample  ∈ (0, 1) and
compute z, our sampled encoder output as:
z = µ + e( 2 ·log Σ) ◦ 
1

(3)

and Kullback-Leibler loss, LKL is given as:
LKL (µ, σ) =

1 X
·
(σw + µ2w − 1 − log σw )
2 w∈V

(4)

For the stereotypical and gender-neutral words, we need vectors to be embedded into a subspace orthogonal to the gender
directional vector. Let Ω be the set of word pairs formed from
(wf ,wm ) words. Our gender vector vg is defined as:
X
1
(E(wm ) − E(wf ))
(5)
vg =
|Ω|
(wf ,wm )∈Ω

Prior work has shown that vector difference between embeddings of male and female word pairs accurately represents
the gender direction [Bolukbasi et al., 2016], [Zhao et al.,
2018b]. We keep vg fixed though each epoch and re-estimate
between each epoch. Squared inner product between vg and
gender-neutral words or stereotypical words Lg
X
Lg =
(vgT w)2
(6)
w∈Vn ∪Vs

It is important that we preserve the semantic information encoded in the word embedding as much as possible. For this
purpose we minimize the reconstruction loss, Lr for autoencoder given by :
X
Lr =
||D(z) − w||2
(7)
w∈V

Finally, we define total objective as linearly weighted sum of
the above-defined losses as given by:
L = λf Lf + λm Lm + λKL LKL + λg Lg + λr Lr

(8)

Here the coefficients, λ’s are non-negative hyperparameters.
We can modulate these parameters to determine importance
for each loss.

4
4.1

Experiment
Data Collection

We use the feminine and masculine wordlist created by [Zhao
et al., 2018a] as wf , wm . To create gender-neutral and
stereotypical word list we use the dataset created by [Kaneko
and Bollegala, 2019] as wn , ws . For gender-neutral words,
this dataset has a list of 1031 gender-neutral words and stereotypical word list contains a list of professions associated with
one type of gender created by [Bolukbasi et al., 2016]. Pretrained glove embedding obtained is a 300-dimensional word
embedding for 322636 unique words.
For example, the feminine and masculine word list contain
words such as ([countrywoman, countryman],[witches, wizards],[actress, actor]). stereotype word list contains words
such as ([aerobics, tycoon, beauty, colonel, romantic]), and
gender-neutral word list contain words such as ([abandonment, best, cold, stone]). The dataset contains 222 gender
pair words (pair of feminine and masculine words), 84 stereotypical word pairs, and 1031 gender-neutral words.

4.2

Experiment Setup

Hyperparameter values are set to be λf = λm = λg =λKL =
0.0001 and λr = 1.0 . More penalty is given to reconstruction loss as we want our decoder to accurately reconstruct
original word embedding to keep as much semantic knowledge as possible. The training dataset is fed through our
encoder network, which provides an estimate of data points
based on the frequency distribution of each of the latent variables, then we increase the relative frequency of rare data
points by an increased sampling of the underrepresented region of latent space. To do so, we create a histogram of
latent distribution and then we sample latent distributions
from histograms where density is low. In the dataset of
wf , wm , wn , ws words, there is an imbalance of one type of
words being in more in number than other and as we are using a tuple (wf , wm , wn , ws ) for the training, we have reused
some wf , wm words so that we can make complete tuples for
the training

4.3

Implementation

Cf and Cm are both implemented as feed-forward neural networks with one hidden layer and the sigmoid function is used
as the nonlinear activation. Both the encoder E and the decoder D of the autoencoder are implemented as feed-forward
neural networks with two hidden layers. Hyperbolic tangent
is used as the activation function throughout the autoencoder.
At each epoch, all inputs w from the original dataset are
propagated through a model to evaluate corresponding latent
variables z(w). The histograms are updated accordingly. A
probability estimate is assigned to each input based on the
histogram density of latent variables. During training, we
sample a new batch of inputs (batch size is maintained at 32)
w based on inverted probability estimate, inverted because
we want to increase the resampling probability of rare data
points. Training on new debiased data batch forces classifier
to learn parameters that work better in rare cases with a strong
deterioration of performance for common training examples.
This sampling is not specified beforehand but purely based on

Embedding
GloVe
Hard-GloVe
GP (GloVe)
VAE (GloVe)

Definition

SemBias
Stereotype

None

80.2
84.1
84.3
87.5

10.9
9.5
8.0
5.4

8.9
6.4
7.7
7.5

SemBias-subset
Definition Stereotype
57.5
25
65
80

20
47.5
15
7.5

None
22.5
27.5
20
12.5

Table 1: Prediction accuracies for gender relational analogies

learned latent variables. The model is trained 25 times and 5
times completely from scratch. Pretraining autoencoders and
classifiers help in achieving optimization. We keep the architecture same but train autoencoders and classifiers separately
for 300 epochs.

4.4

Evaluating Debiasing Performances

The model is based on GloVe embedding and a list of genderneutral, stereotypical, male, and female words curated by previous works. We are using 300-dimensional pre-trained word
embedding and hidden dimensions are also set to 300 dimensions to obtain 300-dimensional de-biased word embedding.
Baselines and comparisons
1. GloVe- is the pre-trained word embedding used to get a
debias embedding
2. Hard-GloVe- is the implementation of hard-biasing by
[Bolukbasi et al., 2016] by the authors of [Kaneko and
Bollegala, 2019]
3. GP(GloVe) - is the debiased word embedding obtained
from [Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019] research
4. VAE(GloVe) - is the debiased embedding obtained from
our model.
There is a SemBias dataset created in previous work by
[Zhao et al., 2018a] to evaluate the level of gender bias in
word embeddings. Each instance in SemBias consists of fourword pairs: a gender definition word pair (e.g – waiter, waitress), a gender-stereotype word pair (e.g. – doctor-nurse) and
two other word pairs that have similar meanings but no gender
relation (e.g. – dog-cat, cup-lid) which evaluates embedding
based upon definition, stereotype, and no gender words. SemBias contains 20 gender-stereotype word pairs and 22 genderdefinitional word pairs and uses their Cartesian product to
generate 440 instances. Among the 22 gender-definitional
word pairs, 2 word-pairs are not used as the seeds for training. to test the generalisability of a debiasing method, we
use the sub-set (SemBias subset) of 40 instances associated
with these 2 pairs. We measure the relational similarity between (he, she) word-pair and a word-pair (a,b) in SemBias
using the cosine similarity between the he-she gender directional vector and a-b using the word embeddings under evaluation. For the four word-pairs in each instance in SemBias,
we select the word pair with the highest cosine similarity with
he-she as the predicted answer. If the word embeddings are
correctly debiased, we would expect a high accuracy for definitions and low accuracies for stereotypes and none’s. As we
see, the proposed VAE(GloVe) method achieves high seman-

tic, definition scores while keeping stereotypical and none
loss to a minimum.
In previous works, either method has achieved high scores
in SemBias set but not able to replicate the same accuracies
in SemBias-subset or they have used already debiased word
embedding from other methods. The proposed method is able
to achieve high accuracies both on SemBias and SemBiassubset using only an unbiased pre-trained word embedding
with an easy to use, simple architecture that can be modified
based on a task at hand.

5

Future Work

While the embedding achieved from the proposed method
works well based on high-level analysis. More research is
needed to see how it works with low-level NLP tasks. i.e
to see how gender-neutral words change their position while
debiased, as we do not want to adversely change their orientation with respect to gender definition words and more complex architecture can be used depending upon downstream
applications.

6

Conclusion

We propose a method to remove gender specific-biases from
pre-trained word embeddings. Experimental results show that
the proposed method can accurately debias pre-trained embeddings, outperforming previous methods while preserving
useful semantic information. Similar work can also be done
to reduce racial and religious biases. Similarly, it is also interesting to research on biases present in other languages.
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